
ROSECOLORED GLASSES AND THE GLASS MENAGERIE ESSAY

â€œThe Glass Menagerieâ€• is about a dysfunctional family that consists of a mother, and her two adult children, Tom
and Laura. All of them dream to seek comfort.

This entrance into the apartment provides a different purpose for each of the characters. Besides emotional
desperation. Generally the story contains the same plot as the play, with certain sections given more emphasis,
and character details edited for example, in the story, Jim nicknames Tom "Slim", instead of "Shakespeare"
[6]. The first time the characters face disappointment is when the fathers leave the family--one through
divorce, the other "fell in love with long distances". But I am the opposite of a stage magician. To protect the
anonymity of contributors, we've removed their names and personal information from the essays. Journal entry
from laura in the glass menagerie for scenes three and four words - 2 pages looking at my menagerie. Tom is
giving an update on what has happened in his life, in the intervening years. What makes you cringe? The
menagerie also represents the imaginative world to which Laura devotes herselfâ€”a world that is colorful and
enticing but based on fragile illusions. She ends up over fixing the house and over dressing Laura. When
Williams saw the final film, he was shocked and furious. Tom is emotionally distraught because he has to fill
his father's shoes in providing for the family when all he wants to do is to leave and become a sailor. Amanda
fantasizes that these traits can easy be developed if one wills it. The narrator in "Rose-Colored Glasses"
experiences sadness because her family is broken apart. Who wrote this essay? The window is filled with
pieces of colored glass, tiny transparent bottles in delicate colors, like bits of a shattered rainbow. All of them
dream to seek comfort and to escape reality because none of them enjoys the life they lead. It implies that the
play revolves around hateful, angry and envious characters and that the audience feels no other emotions
reflected from the characters other than hate anger and envy. Don't think about us, a mother deserted, an
unmarried sister who's crippled and has no job! The play's story is narrated by a central character looking back
on the events presented. One story around The Glass Menagerie centers on the seemingly impossible standard
set by Taylor. Disappointment is a theme that partly drives the characters to retreat more so into their
illusional worlds in order to escape emotional hurt and financial problems in the real world. Cherry Jones
scored a nomination in , and Sally Field did the same in  In fact I've already made the right connections and all
that remains is for the industry itself to get under way! She induces sickness in her typing class and even as a
gentleman caller waits in the living room.


